Abstract-In this paper, we proposed an image noise canceller achieved by an adaptive filter in two-dimensional block processing based on the least-mean-square algorithm. In this adaptive filter, each image is processed in two phases. In the initial weight matrix decision phase, the block-by-block operations with the smaller block size of 4 × 4 are applied to the original noisy image for getting the suitable weight matrix that will be used as the initial one for the block-adaptation phase such that a higher signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved. To verify the feasibility of this approach, the simulations in the block-adaptation phase with the block sizes of 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16, and 32 × 32 are performed. The simulation results show that this approach achieves a higher signal-to-noise ratio in each case of block size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive filters that use the error signals estimated from the input signals and the expected signal to adjust the coefficients for achieving a better performance are widely used in various applications [1] . The dimension of the adaptive filters varies from application to application.
The adaptive algorithms with one-dimension (1-D) generally play the important roles in digital signal processing and communication such as the system identification, echo cancellation, noise cancelling, and channel equalization [2] - [6] . There are two families of adaptive algorithms usually applied in the 1-D cases. One is the least-mean-square (LMS) family; the other is the recursive-least-square (RLS) family. Easy implementation and low computational complexity are the main characteristics of the algorithms in the LMS family [1] . In 1981, Clark [7] extended the block processing scheme proposed by Burrus [8] and proposed the block least-meansquare (BLMS) approach. The computational complexity is dramatically reduced in that approach. Besides, either parallel processing or fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be applied to accomplish the linear convolution operations.
On the other hands, the adaptive algorithms with twodimension (2-D) are generally applied to the applications of digital image processing. In these applications, TDLMS, TDBLMS, OBA, OBAI, and TDOBSG are usually used [9] - [12] . Either in TDLMS or TDBLMS, the convergence factors are constant. Instead of the constant convergence factors in TDLMS and TDBLMS, the convergence factors in OBA, OBAI, and TDOBSG are space-varying such that the better convergence performance can be achieved. However, the computational complexity will increase in such space-varying convergence factors due to the computations for the new convergence factor of next block.
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive filter with the initial weight matrix decision mechanism using the smaller block size of 4 × 4 instead of the larger ones like those in the block-adapting phase for finding a suitable weight (coefficient) matrix of the digital filter in advance. Then, treat this weight matrix as the initial weight matrix for the processing of noise cancellation. 
The image is processed block-by-block sequentially from left to right and from top to bottom in which each pixel is convolved the pixel in a filter window with a dimension of N M × . Fig. 2 illustrates this approach which performs the operations from (3) to (5) iteratively [10] . That is, 
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The updating mechanism of the weight matrix
where μ is the convergence factor.
III. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE FILTER
The operations of this proposed adaptive filter can be divided into two phases. In the beginning, the adaptive filter operates in the initial weight matrix decision phase where the initial weight matrix for a better performance will be obtained. Then, the adaptive filter enters the block adapting phase where the TDBLMS algorithm is applied to enhance the SNR for the noisy image. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed adaptive filter. 
A. Initial Weight Matrix Decision Phase
In the initial weight matrix decision phase, a suitable weight matrix Ta W will be found to be treated as the initial . Then, the TDBLMS algorithm is applied to process the original noisy image in the manner of scanning block-by-block from left to right and from top to down for updating the weight matrix of each block iteratively until the termination criterion is reached [10] . In this phase, the block size (6) where P is the termination parameter and BNCR stands for the block-noise-cancellation ratio that is defined as 
The term In (8)- (10) In this phase, the original noisy image is processed with the block size L L × according to the TDBLMS algorithm [10] again for the noise cancellation. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We created the primary input signal with a dimension of 256 256 × in the simulation by adding a white-Gaussian noise with zero mean to the ideal image Lena with 256 graylevels in Fig. 3(a) . The noisy primary input image with an SNR of 0 dB is shown in Fig. 3(b) . In the simulation, the convergence factor μ in (5) Fig. 4(a) is the image restored from the original noisy image with an SNR of 0 dB by the TDBLMS algorithm using a block size of 16 16 × . Fig. 4(b) is the restored image for the proposed adaptive filter where the termination parameter P is chosen to be 10 − dB. Fig. 5 show simulation results for the block size of 32 32 × . It is obviously that the proposed approach cancels the noise with a nearly constant BNCR, however, the performance of the TDBLMS algorithm is not so good for the first several blocks. This phenomenon can be also found in Fig. 5(a) for the blocks near the top of this image. Moreover, as the performance factors listed in Table 1 , the SNR of the TDBLMS becomes lower and lower when the block size increases. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
An adaptive filter with initial weight matrix decision mechanism was proposed in this paper. First, a suitable weight matrix was found by scanning the image block-byblock with the block size 
